GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA

No. RD 158 TNR 2020 (7)          Karnataka Government Secretariat,  
Karnataka Government Secretariat,  
MS Building,             
Bengaluru, Dated: 08-05-2021  

ADDENDUM-1

Whereas, the State Executive Committee vide order of even number dated 07-05-2021 has issued revised guidelines to break the chain of COVID 19 transmission in the State, which shall come into effect from 6 am on 10-05-2021 and will be in force including and upto 6 am of 24-05-2021.

In continuation of the aforementioned order and in exercise of powers conferred under Section 24 of the Disaster Management Act, 2005, the Chairman, State Executive Committee, hereby issues an addendum to the revised guidelines to break the chain of COVID 19 transmission in the State, as below, for strict implementation by the Chief Commissioner BBMP, Police Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners, Superintendents of Police of the districts, and other Heads of Departments and Authorities.

A. Addition of sub-clause (d) and (e) to Clause 11 pertaining to operations of Industries/Industrial Establishment/Productions units
   Sub-clause (d) Iron ore mining for sale to steel industry is permitted.
   Sub-Clause (e) Limestone Mining for use in Cement Industry is permitted

B. Modification to Clause 13 pertaining to conduct of marriage:
   The clause 13 to be read as follows: “Marriage already scheduled are permitted to be conducted at their respective home in a low key manner involving only close family relatives upto 40 people and strictly adhering to the conditions stipulated below.”

   I. Those organising marriages shall submit a duly signed application along with marriage invitation card or any other relevant document to obtain permission for conducting marriage function to the concerned Joint Commissioner of the BBMP Zone in BBMP area or concerned Tahsildar at the districts.

   II. On the receipt of the application, Joint Commission of the BBMP Zone/ Tahsildar shall issue 40 passes for each of the marriage event.

   III. Only people with passes shall be allowed to attend the Marriage function and pass shall not be transferable.
IV. People attending the marriage function shall strictly follow COVID appropriate behaviour and display their passes to the authorized Inspecting officer.

Non-adherence/non-compliance of the order by the Marriage organizer shall be liable to be proceeded against as per the relevant provisions of the Karnataka Epidemic Diseases act 2020, Disaster Management Act, 2005, besides legal action under relevant section of IPC, and other legal provisions as applicable.

(N Manjunatha Prasad, IAS)
Principal Secretary to Govt., Revenue Department (DM) and Member Secretary
State Executive Committee

To:
The Compiler, Karnataka Gazette, Bengaluru
GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA

Karnataka Government Secretariat,
MS Building,
Bengaluru, Dated: 09-05-2021

ADDENDUM-2

Whereas, the State Executive Committee vide order of even number dated 07-05-2021 has issued revised guidelines to break the chain of COVID 19 transmission in the State, which shall come into effect from 6 am on 10-05-2021 and will be in force including and upto 6 am of 24-05-2021.

In continuation of the aforementioned order and in exercise of powers conferred under Section 24 of the Disaster Management Act, 2005, the Chairman, State Executive Committee, hereby issues an addendum to the revised guidelines to break the chain of COVID 19 transmission in the State, as below, for strict implementation by the Chief Commissioner BBMP, Police Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners, Superintendents of Police of the districts, and other Heads of Departments and Authorities.

A. Modification to Sub Clauses (a) and (g) of Clause 4 regarding functioning of Government of India offices/PSUs etc.

- Sub Clause (a) to be read as follow: “Defence, Defence PSUs, Central Armed Police Forces, and Telecommunication. However, Defence PSUs to function with 50% of staff strength.”
- Sub Clause (g) to be read as follows: “Banks, Reserve Bank of India, RBI regulated financial markets and Microfinance Institutions, entities like NPCI, CCIL, payment system operators and standalone primary dealers with bare minimum staff. However, Banks to function with 50% of staff strength.”

B. Addition of Sub clause (i) to Clause 4 regarding functioning of Government of India offices and related offices:
Sub clause (i) “Diplomatic missions and related offices.”
C. **Modification to Sub Clause (h) of Clause 9 pertaining to movement of individuals:**

Sub Clause (h) to be read as follows: "*Patients and their attendants/persons requiring emergency need for movement shall be allowed to move. Movement for COVID 19 vaccination purpose allowed only for those with pre-booked appointments with supportive SMS. Movement for testing shall be permitted with minimal proof."

D. **Modification to Sub Clauses (c) and (h) of Clause 10 pertaining to functioning of Commercial and Private establishments:**

- Sub Clause (c) to be read as follows: "*Banks and Insurance Offices to function with 50% of staff strength and ATMs."

- Sub Clause (h) to be read as follows: "*Delivery of only essential items through E-Commerce and home delivery."
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(N Manjunatha Prasad, IAS)
Principal Secretary to Govt., Revenue Department (DM) and Member Secretary
State Executive Committee

To:
The Compiler, Karnataka Gazette, Bengaluru